Listowel Fair Tractor Pull Rules
1. Pullers must obey Officials and Pullers Association. Their decision is final. Violation of rules or
arguing with Officials or Association shall constitute a disqualification.
2. Pull is over when forward motion has ended. All tractors must stop immediately upon signal from
Official.
3. Tractor must be in neutral while being hooked and un-hooked.
4. Consumption of alcohol in track area or prior to pulling is cause for disqualification.
5. No helpers allowed on track or tractor during a pull. Driver must be seated during a pull and in
complete control of tractor at all times. Tractors operated in an unsafe manner shall be
disqualified at Official’s discretion.
6. All drivers must be 16 years of age or older and MUST be wearing a DOT certified helmet with a
chin strap.
7. All weights must be securely fastened. No chaining of weights. Tractor with weights behind axel
must have “wheelie bars”.
8. All tractors must pass through inspection prior to pulling.
9. The first competitor of each class may choose to hook again and pull in the 3rd pulling position
and the first pull will no be counted, unless disqualified in that class. The decision to pull again
must be made before tractor is unhitched from sled by informing track officials.
10. Maximum drawbar length is 18 inches from center of rear axle to point of hook. Maximum draw
bar height is 20 inches from ground to point of hook. Drawbar must be stationary in all directions.
Sled must hook directly into hitching device. Hook must drop completely into hitching device or a
clevis shall be added.
11. Any tractor dropping weights or parts on the track shall be disqualified.
12. Antique and Open pulls are considered ONE complete event. ONLY 2 classes per tractor for
entire day. The same tractor cannot pull in the same class with different drivers.
13. Tractors may NOT have added accessories for weights (blade, water tanks, loader arms, etc.)
14. Tractors that leave track will be red flagged at point they contact track boundaries and
measurement will be taken.
15. All contestants PULL AT OWN RISK and must sign a waiver prior to pulling.
16. Pullers have 2 tries to get 75’ down the track. If the puller does not make it to 75’, the puller is
disqualified.
17. Duals are ONLY allowed in the 18,500-22,500lbs. and 32,000lbs. class.
18. 4-Wheel drive ONLY allowed in 12,500-15,500lbs., 15,500-18,500lbs., 18,500-22,500lbs. and
32,000lbs. classes.
19. If you do not have a clevis or equivalent when you pull in front of the sled to pull, you will be
disqualified with NO REFUND.
20. Helmets MUST be worn by ALL PULLERS. NO EXCEPTIONS. Failure to wear a DOT certified
helmet with chin strap will result in disqualification.
21. Registration for a class is closed at puller #5 of the previous class.
22. Adjustable height hitches (European) MUST be locked in place to pull.

